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ABSTRACT 

Given the importance of IT for organizations worldwide, IT 

Governance is an increasing concern for C-suite officers. Inside IT, 

software is a key aspect in the governance scenario. The increasing 

pressures by regulatory, and compliance efforts are changing the 

software governance arena, thus there is a need to focus on the 

current state of the topic. Despite this acknowledged need, the 

studies on Software Governance are still scarce. In this paper, 

authors expand the software governance model introduced by 

Chulani et al. [1] with new concerns derived from the alignment of 

the model with the IT Governance standard, ISO/ IEC 38500 and 

the experience of authors. Moreover, the new model proposes the 

categorization of these concerns to govern software development 

activities aligned with IT Governance. 
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1 Introduction 

Information Technology (IT) is one of the main assets and 

investments for organizations. Given the strategic role of IT in 

today´s world, all organizations must develop their strategic IT 

capabilities including  IT Governance (ITG) [16]. Deprived ITG 

can lead to value destruction through lost opportunities or 

innovation lag and increased exposure to IT risks [11]. ITG is key 

to ensure effective IT decision-making is aligned with 

organization´s strategy, but also to control the alignment of IT as a 

whole to the needs of the business [3]. ITG is connected to the 

allocation of decision rights and accountability to align IT decisions 

to strategic objectives [14]. Maybe the most important ITG 

initiatives are the Control Objectives for Information and Related 

Technologies (COBIT) by the American Information System Audit 

and Control Association (ISACA) , based mainly in [12, 13] and 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) approach for ITG 

[15]. Despite these initiatives,, there is also a specific standard for 

ITG, launched back in 2008, and the current version is ISO 

38500:2015 [2]. This initiative presents a framework including 

three different tasks for ITG, namely: 

1) Assess the use of IT;  

2) Preparation and implementation of plans and policies 

3) Monitor conformance to policies and performance against the 

plans. 

According to Paré et al. [9], the core activities of the IT function 

are the acquisition, parametrization, development and the 

deployment of software as well as the management of projects. This 

leads to the asseveration that Software Governance is part of ITG, 

as was also underlined by [1, 5]. Most of the previous works 

devoted to software governance is  dedicated to software 

development governance (these ones mostly published in the ICSE 

workshop devoted to the topic that ended by 2011) and, connected 

to that, aspects like global software development governance [10] 

and Open Source Software Governance [4]. The goal of Software 

development governance is to ensure that business processes 

results/outcomes of the software company meet the strategic 

requirements of the organization [1]. 

Given that the topic of the workshop is “Governance in Software 

Engineering” and software engineering is a discipline that goes 

beyond software development, it is necessary to check the 

popularity of the subject in the literature. Although the aim of this 

paper is not to perform a systematic literature review on the topic, 

it would be interesting to check the popularity of the subject in the 

literature. Authors performed a query in Google Scholar with the 

keywords: "Software Engineering Governance" OR "Governance 

in Software Engineering". The query returned 38 results (by mid 

December 2019), Google Scholar, due to duplicates just presented 

31. Then, authors refined the list to find 5 more duplicates, leaving 

just 26. A first filter was applied to discard the papers that were 

inaccessible by means of the current subscriptions at authors´ 

institutions or unavailable in open access. Consequently, six more 

papers were discarded. The second criteria for inclusion was the 

presence of a discussion of governance aspects regarding software 

engineering and not just citations or mentions. To these matters, 17 

papers were discarded. Just 3 papers remained as primary studies. 

All the 3 papers are authored by Nguyen et al. [6–8] and they deal  

with the alignment of requirements engineering to ITG by means 
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of introducing governance in requirements-driven software 

development process. The mentions of IT governance in software 

engineering point out to the definition of software development 

governance by Chulani et al. [1]. To conclude, this search leads us 

to the conclusion that this paper is not only the seminal one, but 

also one of the most influential in the topic, receiving 35 citations 

by the end of 2019 (according to Google Scholar). 

Table 1: Software development governance concerns (adopted 

from [1]) 

Phase Goal Inception & 

Elaboration 

Construction Transition 

Manage 

Value 

Allocate 

development 

organization’s 

investments to 

maximize ROI 

Manage projects based on 

alignment between goals and 

Software Engineering concerns 

Control Risk 

& Change 

Determine 

resource 

availability and 

staffing to 

mitigate risks 

identified  

Perform risk 

measurement 

and analysis 

Perform risk 

prioritization 

by analyzing 

risk exposure 

and determine 

go/no-go 

Assess, 

evaluate & 

minimize 

development 

risks Plan for 

compliancy 

Do prototyping 

& simulation to 

minimize risk 

exposure  

Measure and 

reassess risk 

with different 

stakeholders 

based on initial 

prototyping 

results  

Measure 

ongoing cost 

and effort 

Do risk 

prioritization to 

minimize risk 

exposure & 

leverage risks  

Identify team 

communication 

patterns to meet 

development 

goals  

Minimize risk 

exposure from 

3rd party 

packages & 

components 

Measure costs 

& resources  

Prioritize 

operational 

risks  

Track actual 

values of effort, 

quality and 

other metrics to 

enable control 

& future 

planning  

Meet 

compliance 

needs 

Develop 

Flexibility 

Define an 

information 

architecture  

Create 

framework for 

technology 

planning  

Define 

organization 

and processes  

Define 

development 

investment 

framework 

Manage human 

resources 

Develop 

quality 

management 

system 

Develop 

project 

management 

framework 

Continuously 

manage 

business goals 

& 

requirements 

Design & 

develop 

resource  

Validate & 

measure 

quality 

Measure 

development 

ongoing costs 

Measure / 

estimate value 

Monitor and 

manage effort 

and other 

metrics to 

enable control 

and future 

planning  

Manage 

applications & 

information to 

maximize 

usage and 

flexibility 

 

Maybe the most important contribution of the paper is the 

identification of Software Development Governance (SDG) 

concerns. These concerns are represented in a matrix in which a set 

of actions are classified according to two dimensions: Software 

development phases (inception and elaboration, construction and 

transition) and SDG aims (Manage value, Develop flexibly and 

Control risk and change). Concerns are extracted by authors from 

initiatives such as COBIT, ITIL or the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act 

of 2002. The set of concerns presented by these authors is presented 

in Table 1. 

Being to date the most important contribution in the area, in this 

paper authors aim to study the set of concerns identified by Chulani 

et al. [1]. This work is performed in two steps. Firstly, and taking 

into account the traditional confusion between management and 

governance, as stated by [3], authors classify each concern into 

Governance, Management and mixed practices. Secondly, authors 

propose a new set of concerns, in addition  to the ones identified by 

Chulani et al. [1]. In the next section, authors will present the 

conducted study. Finally, in Section III authors present main 

conclusions and propose future work. 
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Figure 1: Enhanced Software Development Governance Model 

 

2 Software development governance concerns 

In this paper, authors aim to study software development 

governance concerns and expand them with new concerns. Firstly, 

authors tried to fit Table 1 into the meta-model of ISO/ IEC 38500 

adapted to SDG, in which those activities that are typical of 

governance, that is, evaluate, direct and monitor (EDM), must be 

distinguished from management. Authors used three columns to 

classify the concerns as also adopted in [1], namely Inception & 

Elaboration, Construction and Transition. These three aspects are 

connected to governance activities and mapped as follows; 

Construction as Direct, Inception and Elaboration as Evaluation 

and Transition as Monitor based on their correspondence. In each 

of the three columns there are three different levels corresponding 

to the closeness to governance. The darker the gray, the closer to 

governance and vice versa, the lighter the gray, the closer to 

management. Thus, on one hand, the upper level is devoted to 

including concerns that are almost purely governance under the 

EDM model. On the other hand, the lower level consists of almost 

management concerns but not directly included into develop 

flexibly. Whereas, the intermediate one includes concerns that 

incorporate management and governance aspects. Taking into 

account Table 1, all aspects identified in [1] in the last row 

(Develop Flexibility) are considered purely software management 

and not governance. The rest of the aspects are placed under the 

other two levels assessing their identification with governance 

practices. These concerns are closer to governance than to 

management. This is because, on the one hand, producing business 

value with IT is the main leitmotif of ITG and, on the other hand, 

because governing is basically directing and controlling. Thus, the 

contents (concerns) of these two rows and columns have been 

rearranged according to EDM activities, SD management activities 

and the proximity between them. That is, the closer they are to ITG, 

the higher they appear in the communication arrows of the meta-

model that connects SD governance with SD management. On the 

contrary, the closer they are to the SD management, the closer they 

are to the phases of flexible development. We have reordered these 

concerns, according to our experience in ITG, since not all the 

concerns that are placed in Table 1 have the same proximity to the 

ITG. In fact, the closer these concerns are to ITG, the more 

possibilities that they will be EDM's activities and therefore 

belonging to the governance body, top management committees 

(CxO) or even ITG steering committees. However, as these 

concerns get closer to Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) activities, 

software management and even project management actions, the 

lower position in the meta-model.  

Apart from this classification, authors have included (underlined) 

other concerns that are not in Table 1, especially with regard to the 

portfolio of software projects, the construction of prototypes and 

pilots, outsourcing policies, long-term development policies, 

software acquisition policies and important issues such as 
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performance, scalability and usability. A total of nine new concerns 

have been added by authors to the original list. 

Finally, the three columns include arrows indication of the direction 

of the action. For instance, Construction is top down given the fact 

that in Direct activities decisions are top-down, while in Evaluate 

(Inception & Elaboration) and in Monitor (Transition) information 

and decisions are coming bottom-up.  

We believe that the model presented in figure 1 clarifies and 

classifies the governance and management concerns for the 

different phases Chulani et al. [1] pointed out and matches better 

with the ISO/IEC 38500 meta model for ITG. In fact, figure 1 

shows two interesting direct/control cycles for software 

governance/management intercommunication throughout the 

development of any software artifact: 

Inception/Construction cycle: The software artifacts are incepted 

and elaborated from management (central column) and being 

evaluated for governance. Once all concerns are considered, then 

the construction is directed from governance (left column) and all 

these concerns should be treated from governance to management. 

This virtuous cycle runs until the software artifact is considered in 

the next phase. 

Transition/Construction cycle: Once the software artifact is 

performed, governance is monitoring (right column) the concerns 

communicated from management. This monitoring should be 

evaluated (considering the other management concerns) from 

governance in order to direct a new construction (if necessary). 

3 Conclusions and outlook 

In this paper, authors present an enhanced model for software 

development governance aligned to the IT Governance standard, 

ISO/ IEC 38500. The model classifies current and new suggested 

concerns in the three phases Inception & Elaboration, Construction 

and Transition, which are mapped to governance activities, 

respectively, evaluate, direct and monitor. Acknowledging the 

traditional confusion between governance and management, these 

issues are also classified into three levels, namely, governance 

concerns, management concerns and mixed ones. The new model 

is of importance for CxOs and especially for CTOs and CIOs in 

their endeavors. 

As future work, authors propose several aspects. Firstly, it is aimed 

to enrich the model with mappings to other IT Governance and IT 

Management initiatives. Secondly, it is aimed to tailor a 

deployment method for the model in order to ensure its 

applicability in real-world scenarios. To do so, a qualitative study 

with practitioners is planned. 
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